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 Making use of the results  
 
  Based on my research results I consider the following research directions as 
possible: 

 
1. Optimisation of the establishing the photo-grammetric kinetics study ap-

plied in the given analyses as IT communication system, further develop-
ment of the operator model, and studying its robustness. 

2. Establishing the integrated IT communication system of the photo-
grammetric kinetics network and other measurement processes. 

3. Studying the further opportunities of the technical application of the auto-
mated visual monitoring system. 

4. Issues of the processing of the measurement data, within this the adaptive 
establishment of the “image improving” algorithms to be applied in the 
automated procedure. 

5. The 6-freedom grade study of the aircraft’s kinetics after the stall and the 
general characterisation of the stochastic model established this way. 

6. Extending the studies to other aircraft types, having differing structure 
and flying characteristics. 

7.  A further research area may consist of the adaptive processing of the re-
sults relating to several types, then drawing the general consequences and 
establishing the models for generally characterising the aircraft’s kinetics 
after the stall. 
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1. Summary of the assigned research task 
 
 During the past years the aerodynamics and applications feature aircraft that 

are used in the range outside the operation range corresponding to the technical 
characteristics of the earlier aircraft. The aircraft driven with push-directional 
regulation can be considered of this kind, that are able to perform driven flying 
tasks even in the range beyond the stall. The stall is an aero-dynamic process 
during which there is a stream-detaching on the aircraft surface and subsequently 
the resistance increases, the buoyant force decreases. Due to this the efficiency 
of the aero-dynamic driving mechanism is in majority lost, therefore there is no 
possibility for an effective aero-dynamic driving in the range beyond the stall. 
The new generation of the large aircraft can also be considered of this kind, be-
ing able to carry even 800-1000 passengers. Due to the huge size the aircraft can 
be operated only by automatic steering. It is very important that currently we do 
not possess a proper knowledge about the further status-space behaviour of the 
aircraft moving in the range beyond the stall. We do not possess a reliable deter-
ministic mathematical model or a related process, and technical solution for sta-
bilising the aircraft – having lost control – with push-directional regulation. 

The above two examples demonstrate that the current and future aero-
dynamics research’s main issue might consist of studying the characteristics and 
development issues of the aircraft operating beyond the traditional flying modes. 
The interesting part of the related studies consists of the fact that the problem-
related wind-channel experiments – combined with quantum-mechanics-based 
numeric methods did not provide satisfying results. The most reliable results 
were achieved by applying remote-controlled aircraft and models flying freely. 
In the given application both the remote-controlled aircraft and the models flying 
freely were provided with onboard data-register and the related various relays. 
The applied onboard equipment is expensive, therefore even the experimenting 
is rather costing. The study method proposed by myself seems to be a cost-
effective solution that is applying the task-specific movement-analysis network 
based on photo-grammetry. 

In my experiments I studied a Socata Tampico aircraft, I performed photo-
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status of released photos, measure of release, etc. 
5.3  It enables an integrated control, the connected IT communication system 

performs automatic measurements, makes decisions, and interferes. This 
way the flying security increases, so does the air-space usage and the 
environmental load decreases. 

 
 4. Publications related to the topic 
  

 Zs. Báthory and L. Varga: Uncontrolled Motion of Airplanes in Accident 
Situations, Unconventional Flight Analysis, Hungary, 1997.   

Zs. Báthory: Unconventional Flight Test with Airplane Model, Vazduhop-
lovstovo ’97, Yugoslavia, 1997.     

Zs. Báthory: Analysis of aircraft stochastic motion after loosing control, 
ICAS, 1998, Melbourne Australia. 

Báthory Zs: Vertical probabilistic description of the aircraft’s stochastic kinet-
ics after the stall, Aero-scientific announcements, Volume X., issue 24. 1998/1, 
Szolnok. 

Báthory Zs: The artificial intelligence and learning systems in the future diag-
nostics systems, DIAGON X. International Diagnostics Conference and Profes-
sional Fair, Siófok, 2000.      

Báthory Zs: Estimation and optimisation of image sampling frequency for 
aircraft’s photo-grammetric study, Vehicles (Járművek) journal, 2003.09. (with 
accepting statement).        

Báthory Zs: Photo-grammetric study of aircraft and free-flying models and 
automatic visual monitoring process, TECHNIKA Technical review (Műszaki 
Szemle), 2003. 6-issue 7. (with accepting statement).  

Báthory Zs: Photo-grammetric study of aircraft and free-flying models and 
automatic visual monitoring process, TECHNIKA Technical review (Műszaki 
Szemle), e-technique electronic magazine, 2003.08.20. (with accepting 
statement). 

Báthory Zs, Répási-Nagy László: Control and Communication System and 
Method. PCT/HU/00148, International patent announcement, 2001.12.21.  
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3.3 I concluded that the stochastic matrix series representing the unifold 
compound Markov chain series of the co-ordinate stochastic processes 
consists of mathematically rare matrices. 

 
4. I proved that there is determinism in the measurement time-series representing 

the aircraft’s kinetics after the stall, and I elaborated a procedure for analysing 
the expansion of the determinism. 
4.1  I introduced the determinism of the stochastic processes deriving it from 

the concentration of the probability variable. 
4.2  In case of the zero-sized determinism time-series we have to deal with a 

clearly deterministic process and degenerated distribution. 
4.3  The time-series of the determinism measure – similarly to the entropy – is 

a significant feature of the stochastic process. 
4.4  For characterising the stochastic processes I introduced the distance of the 

stochastic effects and the effect-distance parameter built onto the relative 
information of the probability variables. 

4.5  Based on my studies – in the co-ordinate stochastic processes of the 
aircraft’s geometric centre in case of both the ∆t=1 sec and the ∆t=2 sec  
range distance there is a significant statistical dependency being provable. 

The stochastic effects can be significantly detected even for the  
range parameters, however the statistical relationship decreases visibly. 
The average decrease is only 20% . 

 
5. I elaborated a process and algorithm for the visual monitoring study of the 

moving objects. The process is part of the PCT/HU02/00148 international 
patent submittal. 
5.1  The visual monitoring process does not only completes the radio-location 

monitoring systems, but provides extended information. 
5.2 The visual monitoring process – automated – is suitable for status moni-

toring and performing certain diagnostics tasks – e.g. studying the wing—
mechanism corresponding to the aircraft’s type and given flying mode, 

sec2

3 

grametry-based measurements for the movement beyond stall, and with stochas-
tic methods I studied and modelled the movement characteristics beyond stall. 

Earlier several Hungarian scientists dealt with vehicle-dymanic stochastic 
modeling issues, such as Pál Michelberger, István Zobori, József Gedeon, József 
Rohács. From among the foreign scientists: Lebedev, Bobronnikov, Starzeva, 
Etkin. In the studying of the dynamic photo-grammetric movement-study net-
works Ákos Detrekői and his group have an outstanding role as well as Karl 
Kraus. József Bokor is the outstanding Hungarian representative of the aero-
dynamic application of the control theory. 

In my research I studied the characteristics of the deterministic and stochastic 
mathematical models of the aircraft after the stall, as well as the issues related to 
the applicability of the free-flying models applied for studying the movement 
after stall (see thesis, chapter 2.). From measure-technical perspective I studied 
the characteristics of the photo-grammetric movement networks occurred so far 
in the applications and based on the results I constructed the structure of the 
special movement network necessary for my studies. As an extension of the 
photo-grammetric process I constructed the algorithm of a complex, automated 
task.-solving visual monitoring system. (chapter 3.). For optimising the applied 
photo-grammetric process I constructed two independent optimal image 
sampling frequency estimation processes (chapter 5.). For preparing the further 
analysis – using the image pair series made by the measuring cameras – I 
reconstructed the 3D movement of the aircraft after the stall (chapter 4.). I began 
the stochastic modelling with the general stochastic characterising of the 
aircraft’s movement after the stall (chapter 6.). One of the main elements of my 
research consisted of studying the mathematical modelling of the aircraft 
movement beyond the stall. Within this area I modelled the issues of the 
applicability of the Markov-type model and prepared a statistics-based algorithm 
for studying the manifold-compound Markov hypothesis. (chapter 7.). The basic 
problem of the modelling tasks consists of characterising the random fluctuation 
being in the studied system. I performed the study by constructing and applying 
two differing methodologies. I introduced a measuring number for the 
deterministic feature, and studied its applicability in parallel with the results of 
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the information theory methodology (chapter 8.). 
 
 2. Results of my research 
 
 Based on my studies I drafted the reasons of designing and constructing of the 
unstable aircraft, and some features of the characteristics and development issues 
of the aircraft operating beyond the traditional flying modes. (chapter 1.). 
 I deliver a short presentation about the deterministic and stochastic model of 
the aircraft’s movement and the deterministic model stability. The basics of the 
deterministic model consist of the movement equations of the classic Newton 
mechanics, its study from work-point stability perspective and the topologic 
equivalence demonstrated between the non-linear and linear model – valid for 
the linearised systems. The application of the stochastic differential equation is 
of outstanding importance among the stochastic models,  

Whose Xt solution – fulfilling certain existence and uniqueness conditions – 
shall become a Markov process in the [t0, T] parameter range. Based on this so-
lution the stochastic process with discreet parameter range and discreet status 
range shall become member of the Markov chain-family. Further on I studied the 
application possibilities of the free-flying models in aeronautics and the organis-
ing of the experiments performed with free-flying models (chapter 2.). 
 I studied the establishing of the measurement processes applied in the 
experiments with the free-flying models, their application limits. Following 
general principles I dealt with the measurement processes applied in geodesics 
and the structure in principle of the photo-grammetric movement-study 
networks. I summarised the measurement processes applied so far in aeronautics 
for studying the movement after the stall and matched the characteristics of the 
processes applied so far and the photo-grammetric movement-study networks. 
The studies applied in aeronautics feature built-in data-collectors and inertial 
relays. Based on the results I constructed the structural establishment of the spe-
cial movement-study network necessary for my studies. The measurement sys-
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 image sampling frequency applied in the photo-grammetric measurement 
 procedure. 

1.4 My studies demonstrated that the kinetics of the geometric centre of the 
aircraft in question after the stall can be formally considered band-
limited and with a low frequency. 

 
2. I elaborated a procedure for studying and estimating the elements of the dy-

namic model of the stochastic flying after the stall. 
 2.1 I concluded that neither the linear nor the logarithmic regression can be 

considered suitable for statistically modelling the speed time-series oc-
curring after the stall of geometric centre of the aircraft taking part in 
the study -  and the kinetic energy represented by the mass-centre. The 
function system applied for the better regression model is the linear 
transformation of the base. I concluded that the stochastic process de-
scribing the aircraft’s kinetics after the stall is not stationary, and it is 
not slightly stationary either. 

 2.2 I concluded that the expansion of the expected value of the aircraft’s 
geometric centre can be approximated well with linear regression. 

 2.3 I concluded that there is a strong statistical dependency between the co-
ordinates of the geometric centre in every point of the sampled 
parameter range. 

 2.4 I concluded that the kinetics of the aircraft’s geometric centre after the 
stall can be modelled with Gauss stochastic process series. 

 
3.  I elaborated a procedure and analysed the possibility of the approximation 

with Markov process family of aircraft’s kinetics after the stall. 
3.1 The simple to establish and easy to calculate uniform quantifier proved 

to be suitable for discretising the status-area of the aircraft’s kinetics 
after the stall. 

3.2  I concluded that the unifold compound Markov chain model series of 
the co-ordinate stochastic processes forms an instationary Markov 
chain.  
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ment is better that the linear regression application. 

fig 4.: The uncertainty time-series              fig 5.: Time series of determinism 
 

 In a certain stochastic process the uncertainty is higher and higher if the 
entropy proved within the status-area is higher and higher. For characterising the 
aircraft’s kinetics after the stall I applied this information-theoretical possibility, 

that is I studied the  operation. The entropy 
value of the Htj probability variable at the tj sampling moment in the operation’s 
image area observed when after the stall. Based on my studies it can be stated 
that no trend phenomenon can be demonstrated clearly in the Htj probability 
variable series, and neither the logarithmic nor the linear adjustment do provide 
satisfactory results for approximating the probability variable series. The uncer-
tainty time-series is presented in figure 4.the determinism time series in figure 5. 
 
 3. New scientific results, theses 

 

 1.  I developed further the photo-grammetric process, I made it good for me-
chanical and dynamic photo-grammetric study of moving objects. 

  1.1 Compared to the traditional photo-grammetric process I applied digital 
cameras in stereo positioning. 

 1.2 I elaborated a procedure for processing the measurement results and 
defining the kinetics features of the object. 

1.3  I elaborated two independent procedures and algorithms – based on 
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tem applied comprises at least 2 synchronised video cameras, I performed the 
measuring with the normal construction known in photo-grammetry. I separately 
studied the issues related to the synchronisation of the cameras. If the direct con-
nection between the cameras cannot be assured, I proposed GPS-based solution 
for establishing the synchronicity. As extending the photo-grammetric process I 
built a complex automated task-solving visual monitoring system (chapter 3.).  

I studied the planning and organising issues of the discussed experiment, and 
performed the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the related measurement 
network. I present the geometric and logical structure of the photo-grammetric 
movement-study network applied for studying the movement after stall, and the 
technical conditions and requirement system deriving from the measurement 
process characteristics. 

Fig 1: Characteristic geometric data of the aircraft applied during the 
measuring 

  

I present the characteristics of the aircraft applied at measuring and based on the 
results I show with pictures  the movement process of the aircraft after the stall. 
In the chapter I defined the error estimation of the applied measurement process. 
I performed the task based on the error-expansion law, by extending to the 
classical error-estimation results, measurement processes. The photo-grammetric 
measurement network can be seen in figure 2., the geometry of the  Socata 
Tampico applied in the experiments, in figure 1. 
 Based on the role of the optimal image sampling frequency-estimation applied 
in the photo-grammetric process and the data-theoretical and analytical results in 
my studies I construct two estimation processes and algorithms delivering 
independent solutions for determining the optimal sampling frequency.  
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Fig 1. Establishing the photo-grammetric kinetics-study 
Network 

 

 For backing up the study first of all I demonstrate the operator model of the 
measurement process M=M5M4(M3)(Mdig)M2M1 providing the possibility for 
presenting the difficulties and possibilities of the measurement process. The M1 
operator represents the time parameter passed during the sampling moments, and 
the sampling frequency parameter respectively. The M2 operator assigns the set 
of the digital images made by the cameras applied in the measurement process to 
the sampling moment system. If the applied cameras are of analogous type the 
Mdig operator optionally performs their analogous-digital conversion.. The M3 
operator performs optional image-improving processes from the digital picture 
set converted by the Mdig and made by measurement cameras. The M4 operator 
performs the identification of the points specified on the studied object. The

 operator performs the determining of the status-space co-ordinates of the 
identified points through photo-grammetry, the operator actually representing a 
numerical methodology algorithm’s sequence. The first method of defining the 
optimal frequency is based on the studied stochastic process-series’ 
approximation. In the approximation process I applied spline approximation. 
The basics of the second process is information-theoretical, is based on the 
characteristics of the studied process’s band-limit. In the given situation – based 
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I aimed to interpret and model the notion of the random fluctuation and uncer-
tainty existing in the stochastic processes, and to construct an algorithm for their 
study. As a further objective I wanted – with the constructed algorithm - to char-
acterise the level of the random fluctuations and uncertainty occurring in the 
aircraft’s kinetics after the stall, and characterise the trend of their expansion. 
For studying the trend hypothesis I performed statistical hypothesis analysis. The 
less the level of the existing and modelling random fluctuations, the more a sto-
chastic process can be considered deterministic. 
 For modelling the random fluctuations let’s consider the concentration-
ellipsoid of the probability variable belonging to the given parameter point of the 
random function describing the stochastic process, that is: 

 
 
 

where ∆ab is the value of the sub-determinant belonging to the dab of the D 

covariance matrix and the determinant of the  covariance matrix. The 
concentration of the studied probability variable: 

 
 
 

 
I introduced the 1/k(rti) value for the random fluctuation, or based on the said – 
being equivalent – for the determinism. If based on the introduced measurement 
number the measurement series assigned to the studied stochastic series – that is 
the determinism time series – is a 0 series, then we have got to do with a fully 
deterministic process respectively degenerated distribution (In studying the air-
craft’s kinetics after the stall there must not be a degenerated probability vari-
able). 

My studies demonstrated the fact that probability variable series modelled by 
the determinism time-series assigned to the aircraft’s kinetics after the stall 
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stochastic kinetics of the aircraft after the stall. I studied and gave an informa-
tion-theoretical explanation for the issue dealing with what possibilities do we 
have in the stochastic model of the aircraft after the stall, therefore for decreas-
ing the random fluctuations in the Markov model. The given solution can be 
extended to the modelling task of arbitrary stochastic process. In the centre of 
the study and the demonstration there are the conditional entropy and the follow-
ing features: 

 
 

In the first inequality the left side equals the right side only if the  is a 

function for with P = 1, and the second inequality is true if only X and Y  are 
independent probability variables. The interpretation of the results is put as fol-

lows: in an X probability variable model of any  system loaded with random 
fluctuations the uncertainty can be decreased if a probability variable can be 
integrated into the model which is not statistically independent from the X. 
Combining the previous considerations and the statistical sampling process I 
constructed a process that can be considered to be a methodology for handling 
the decision related to a simple or manifold compound Markov modelling task. 

My studies demonstrated that for the Markov-type modelling of the aircraft’s 
kinetics after the stall it is advantageous to apply the manifold compound 
Markov chain model. 

In the next phase of the model-making I constructed the simple compound 
Markov chain model of the stochastic process co-ordinate process describing the 
kinetics of the geometric centre of the Socata Tampico aircraft after the stall. 
When modelling it could be demonstrated that the unifold compound Markov 
chain model is not stationary, and the stochastic matrix series modelling the 
process consist of rare matrices – in mathematical perspective. This means that

 where t the modelled sampling moments, i 
represents the co-ordinate functions, ni

t the number of the non-zero elements in 
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Figure 3.: Socata Tampico during stall  
 

on the sampling theory – the optimal frequency can be specified with the:  
 
 

equation, where the is      the Nyquist frequency, the                  is the 
lower and upper limit of the Fourier series assigned to the studied stochastic 
process-series (chapter 5.).  

It is not possible to define respectively estimate the movement, dynamic 
characteristics, performance data, aero-dynamic features of the aircraft after the 
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stall through wind-channel-experimental way, for examining these real status-
space analyses are necessary. In the chapter – with stochastic, statistical and in-
formation–theoretical means I present some characteristic features of the air-
craft’s moving after the stall. A certain probability variable is characterised by 
its probability distribution in the most informal way. The analyses performed in 
practice, however, may need a sort of “concentration” of the information being 
in the distribution and the analysis of the concentrated information. Characteris-
ing the stochastic process of the aircraft’s moving after the stall with momentum 
can be considered a sort of concentration. My studies demonstrated that the ex-
pectable value time-series of the aircraft’s geometrical centre can be modelled 
with linear regression, and there is a strong statistical connection between the co-
ordinate functions. 

For the continuous and closed-shaped characterising of the process I per-
formed a statistical fit analysis. The results demonstrated that the X, Y and Z co-
ordinates stochastic processes representing the aircraft’s moving after the stall – 
considering the cylinder set series belonging to the parameter points – can be 
modelled with a Gauss stochastic process. My studies performed for characteris-
ing the development of the stochastic process demonstrated that the aircraft’s 
moving after the stall can’t be considered with an independent respectively sta-
tionary increase. These results showed that it is not possible to model the ana-
lysed process in a simple closed-shaped stochastic way. 

In the following I paid attention to the study and construction of the model 
with a discreet status. The main issue of the task is the discretisation of the status 
of the aircraft’s moving after the stall as well as the optimisation of the 
discretisation. Based on the information-theoretical characteristics, the given 
task can be performed by quanting that is we search for the         function for 
which: 

 
 
 

N the cardinality of the                    function’s image area. I applied a uniform 
quantificator in my studies. The estimation of the distances of the stochastic 
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effects and the distances of the memory of the process is of great importance in 
case of every stochastic process without no memory. Based on the studies we 
may make a decision about the structure of the process’s model, and we are able 
to statistically estimate the examined system’s future status. I performed the task 
based on the statistical sampling plan process, and information-theoretical 
considerations. The information-theoretical study is based on the mutual and 
conditional information of the probability variables: 

 
 

and its relative information: 
 
 
 

My results show that in case of the X, Y, Z co-ordinate stochastic processes both 
in case of the  ∆t=1 sec, and the ∆t=2 sec range parameters a significant statisti-
cal dependency can be demonstrated, the decrease of the statistical relationship 
with the increase of the effect distance (range) is not more than 20%. I closed the 
general characterisation with the study of the kinetic energy being so important 
in the quantitative characterisation of the mechanical systems. In the process 
with discreet parameter I applied progressive differential quotient for estimating 
the speeds, that is: 

 
 

whose error estimation can be modelled as follows: 
 
 
 

 My studies demonstrated that for the modelling of the speed time series did not 
provide satisfactory results in case of neither the linear nor the logarithmic re-
gression (chapter 6.). 
 During my further studies I was searching for an answer to the issue how and 
between what limits do the Markov and Markov chain models models model the 
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